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From inspiring material to innovative design: 

Evonik launches international campaign for PLEXIGLAS®  

molding compounds  

 

• PLEXIGLAS®  molding compounds meet highest requirements in 

the automotive and lighting industries 

• Evonik offers specialty PLEXIGLAS®  products for non-transparent 

add-on car body parts and lighting engineering applications 

• May 10 to June 11: exhibition at the Red Dot Design Museum on 

the myriad design options offered by PLEXIGLAS®  

 

From high-gloss pillar covers on cars to light-guiding materials in 

luminaires, PLEXIGLAS®  molding compounds can be found in many 

different fields of application.  

 

“PLEXIGLAS® has long been an inspiring material for designers. Now 

we are using our international Black & Bright campaign to acquaint a 

wider public with the wealth of opportunities offered by our molding 

compounds, and to raise our profile among key decision-makers,” 

says Siamak Djafarian, head of the Molding Compounds Product 

Line in Evonik’s Performance Materials Segment. “That’s why we are 

directing our campaign not just at our own customers, but at their 

customers too, such as automobile manufacturers. For us, that’s a 

new approach.” 

 

With this in mind, Evonik has developed a large number of different 

specific measures. PLEXIGLAS®  is presenting itself to a broad section 

of the public from May 10 to June 11 in an exhibition at the 

prestigious Red Dot Design Museum at Zeche Zollverein, Essen, 

entitled “PLEXIGLAS® - From inspiring material to innovative design”. 

The second half of 2017 will also see the launch of an advertising 

campaign in leading European trade magazines for the plastics and 

automobile industry. This will be backed up by technical articles and 

case studies. The campaign will also be rolled out in the USA and 

China as of year’s end. 

 

Four-week design exhibition 

 

The special exhibition at the Red Dot Design Museum, which attracts 

some 150,000 visitors each year, showcases outstanding designs 
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created in the automobile and lighting industries, and in everyday 

applications involving PLEXIGLAS®. “PLEXIGLAS® is an extremely 

versatile plastic. It is also highly weather-resistant, easy to form and 

fabricate, and offers many convincing benefits such as low weight 

and excellent light-guiding properties,” Djafarian says.  

 

 “That explains why our material has established itself in many fields 

of application. In others, it helps to drive innovations. Our whole 

campaign, and the exhibition too, of course, offers an emotional 

take on the plethora of uses for the material and how it bridges 

tradition and modernity,” adds Doris Hirsch, who is responsible for 

Global Communications in the Molding Compounds Product Line. 

The exhibition also features a real MINI clubman that was brought to 

the showroom for this event. In this model, the black pillar covers 

that frame the windows are made of a non-transparent grade of 

PLEXIGLAS®  molding compound, which gives the vehicle its 

homogeneous appearance. Under the slogan “See and be seen,” the 

exhibition also highlights two key design elements in vehicles - 

headlamp lenses and taillights - both as complete components and 

their individual parts. Other items on display are various luminaires 

in which PLEXIGLAS®  sets off the brilliant light emitted by LEDs to 

full effect. But the special exhibition also contains everyday items in 

which PLEXIGLAS®  plays an important part. One example is a stool 

that received the coveted Red Dot Design Award itself in 2012.  

 

Dialogue with decision-makers 

 

Evonik is also setting store by dialogue in other elements of the 

campaign. For one thing, a fringe conference is planned with 

automobile and lighting designers, representatives of OEMs, and 

selected customers. The Product Line will also be represented at 

various events such as the VDI conference “Plastics in Automotive 

Construction”, which took place in late March. In September, it will 

additionally take part in the International Symposium on Automotive 

Lighting in Darmstadt, and at FAKUMA in Friedrichshafen, Germany, 

in October.  
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Evonik is a worldwide manufacturer of PMMA products sold under 
the PLEXIGLAS®  trademark on the European, Asian, African and 
Australian continents and under the ACRYLITE®  trademark in the 
Americas. 

 

 
Company information  
Evonik, the creative industrial group from Germany, is one of the world leaders  
in specialty chemicals. Profitable growth and a sustained increase in the value of 
the company form the heart of Evonik’s corporate strategy. Its activities focus on 
the key megatrends health, nutrition, resource efficiency and globalization. Evonik 
benefits specifically from its innovative prowess and integrated technology 
platforms. Evonik is active in over 100 countries around the world with more than 
35,000 employees. In fiscal 2016 the enterprise generated sales of around €12.7 
billion and an operating profit (adjusted EBITDA) of about €2.165 billion. 
 
Evonik Industries has been producing specialty chemical products in the Greater 
China region (Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan) since the late 1970’s; with 
wide-ranging trading relations already in place prior to this in the region. Evonik 
regards Greater China as one of the driving forces of the global economy and we 
consequently endeavor to grow our business in the region. The company now has 
around 3,200 employees in the Greater China region, the regional sales reached 
about €1.3 billion in 2016. 
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Disclaimer 
In so far as forecasts or expectations are expressed in this press release or where 
our statements concern the future, these forecasts, expectations or statements may 
involve known or unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results or developments 
may vary, depending on changes in the operating environment. Neither Evonik 
Industries AG nor its group companies assume an obligation to update the 
forecasts, expectations or statements contained in this release. 


